Construction to Close Portion of Vera King Farris Drive at Stockton College

Main Road Through Campus to be Closed from Louisville Avenue to Oak Pond Drive for Approximately Two Weeks
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Galloway, NJ- Portions of Vera King Farris Drive, the major roadway through The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, will be closed for approximately two weeks during the installation of electrical power to the new Unified Science Center building currently under construction, and for future campus infrastructure needs.

The project will begin on Wednesday May 23 and is expected to take two weeks to complete. Sections of the roadway may be reopened as the work progresses.

The main campus will be accessible by entering the College from Jimmie Leeds Road and detouring along Louisville Avenue into Parking lot #7. Drivers will be directed to turn right into Parking Lot 6 and follow the road to the Sports Center and Campus Center.

The main campus, Sports Center, Performing Arts Center and Housing I and II will not be accessible from the Pomona Road entrance to the College during the project. Vehicles in that area will be detoured around the College to the Jimmie Leeds Road entrance. The detour will require traffic to follow Pomona Road (Atlantic County Route 575) north, to Duerer Street, (first stop sign/blinking red light). Drivers will then make a left on Jimmie Leeds Road and follow to the main entrance to the College.

The Facilities and Plant Operations Building, Campus Police and Housing I, IV and V will be accessible from the Pomona Road Entrance during the construction.
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